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Participating publishers let us integrate their title records into approval plans, bibliographic library software, our standard eProcurement system Newbooks.biz, thousands of newsletter alerting services and catalogue data exports for corporate and library suppliers.

Our cataloguing team adds subject classifications according to our highly differentiated classification scheme, containing over 2,500 subject areas. In addition, publishers’ metadata will be equipped with keywords to increase discoverability of each title.

Corporate and library suppliers as well as library service providers use our SaaS solutions to inform their B2B customers: corporate customers, libraries, public authorities, individual academics, scientists and professionals.

Metadata quality is an issue of high strategic priority for us. In this context, the way in which NEWBOOKS enriches metadata for books, journals and online databases as well as prepares them for consistent and unified search adds significant value to our customer information and thus a sales relevant added value to us as a company.
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Please contact us.

We will be happy to arrange for an online presentation of our products and services for you and your colleagues.

We'd love to help!
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